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Reading order, even though the term might suggest differently, is not restricted to a purely sequentially ordered list.
While a sequence is usually sufficient for simple layouts
such as book pages, more complex layouts (e.g. magazine
and newspaper pages) require a more powerful description.
Most existing layout description formats and analysis
systems ([1][3][4][5]) only support partial reading order (as
multiple ‘chains’ of regions), but not the comprehensive
concept of more complex grouping. Some layout analysis
systems (e.g. [6]) use additional metadata description formats (e.g. METS [7]) to describe the reading order (still relatively simply but possibly spanning multiple pages).
The PAGE (Page Analysis and Ground Truth Elements)
format [8] offers high flexibility by allowing for groups of
ordered or unordered elements which can also be nested.
The reading order can therefore be interpreted as tree structure with nodes representing groups and regions as leaf elements. Fig. 1 shows an example document with complex
reading order. Fig. 2 shows the same document with a reading order result from a layout analysis system.
The field of document structure recognition (see for example [9]) has certain parallels to reading order detection.
However, it focuses more on finding and recreating links
between functional elements (such as the table of contents
and chapter headings). The structure is commonly analysed
for whole documents (for instance to retrieve the table of
contents of a book) and not for single pages. Even though
this may be the intent for reading order detection as well,
the intra-page problems have to be solved first, which is the
scope of this work.
The advantage of incorporating region correspondences
between ground truth and segmentation result for reading
order evaluation is that ground truth has to be created only
once. Vice versa, approaches based solely on reading order
have the disadvantage that the correct order (for comparison) has to be marked manually for each new segmentation
result first. Alternatively, the quality of reading order can be
assessed indirectly by evaluating results of optical character
recognition (OCR), if available (see for instance [10]). Such
an approach, however, lacks precision and in-depth information (results are correlated with the performance of the
OCR method and errors cannot be located). More fundamentally, it requires recognised text of reasonable quality in
the first place (this may not always be possible, especially
for historical documents or currently unsupported languages). Yalnitz and Manmatha propose a method that
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Layout analysis is an active topic both in terms of research and in practice due to the significant number of ongoing digitisation efforts of libraries and other organisations
aiming to make accessible the world heritage of printed documents. Besides segmentation and classification of layout
elements, further logical information is required for many
applications. The reading order describes the sequence in
which to address textual elements and, therefore, is a key
requirement with regard to a document’s logical structure.
This information is crucial, for instance, for conversion tasks
needing to preserve the original text flow (e-books, PDF etc.)
Whereas several approaches to evaluate segmentation
and classification methods have been reported in literature,
evaluation systems that attempt to also evaluate the reading
order (for example [1]) are rare and incomplete. In particular,
the problem of region correspondence, caused by variances
between ground truth and actual segmentation, is not being
addressed. Malerba et al [2] describe a graph-based method
for partially ordered elements, but do not address the region
correspondence problem either.
†
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aligns ground truth text and OCR results using unique
words [11]. That way, missing chunks of text do not cause
the evaluation to break down and the use for indirect evaluation of reading order becomes therefore more viable. The
inherent problems of not being able to pinpoint the source of
errors and the need for recognised text remain, however.

possible because there is no one-to-one relation between the
elements of both layouts. This is due to ambiguous interpretations or errors in segmentation. Fig. 3 illustrates this. To
evaluate the relation between the segmentation result regions
S1 and S2, two relations from the ground truth are involved
because two ground truth regions (G1 and G2) overlap S1.


  

















Figure 3. Example for composite reading order relation due to differences
in the segmentation (percentages denoting penalty weights based on
relative region overlap).

The proposed method compares the relation of each pair
of regions of the layout analysis result against the set of relations extracted from the reading order ground truth. This set
of relations is determined by the region correspondence between segmentation result and ground truth.
The possible relation types between two layout regions
are defined in Table I.
Figure 1. Reading order ground truth for a magazine page. There is no
intrinsic information in which order to read the two articles, hence they are
assigned to an unordered group. The paragraphs of each article are
described by a sequence (ordered group). Headers, footers and captions are
not part of the reading order (in accordance with the guidelines for this
dataset).

TABLE I.

Figure 2. Automatically detected reading order. The segmented regions
do not match the ground truth regions (see Fig 1), complicating a direct
comparison of the corresponding reading order trees.

II.

READING ORDER RELATION TYPES



Direct successor



Direct predecessor

--

Fully unordered
relation (e.g. both in
same unordered
group)



Somewhere before
(but unordered
group involved)



Somewhere after
(but unordered
group involved)

-x-

Neither direct nor
unordered relation

n.d.

Relation not defined
(one or both regions
not in reading order
tree)

The relation between two regions is calculated by following the paths from the closest common ancestor group of
both regions to their position in the reading order tree. Starting with the set of all relation types (direct, unordered, etc.),
impossible types are sorted out progressively while traversing and comparing the two paths.

EVALUATION METHOD

Even though the description of the reading order has the
form of a tree structure, a direct comparison of the ground
truth reading order tree and the detection result tree is not
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III.

Based on the reading order from the layout analysis result
this process delivers exactly one type of relationship as defined above. To find the ground truth relation between two
segmentation result regions, the relations between all corresponding ground truth regions have to be determined and
weighted with the relative overlap area. The result is a set of
(possibly different) elementary relations forming a composite
relation.
To calculate the penalty for a single relation from the
layout analysis result it is compared to each elementary relation from the corresponding composite ground truth relation.
Penalty values are retrieved from a matrix that has an entry
for each possible combination of relations. Fig. 4 shows this
matrix with proposed penalties which lead to reasonable contrast in the success rate. For tuning to specific use scenarios,
however, deviating penalties can be defined notwithstanding
the general evaluation approach.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments have been carried out on a diverse set of 80
historical and contemporary documents, divided into four
subsets with 20 documents each:
 single column book pages
 two column technical article pages
 magazine pages with complex layout (see Fig. 1)
 newspaper pages
The documents were chosen from the IMPACT Dataset
[12] and the PRImA Contemporary Dataset [13]. Layout
ground truth in PAGE format was readily available, only the
reading order had to be annotated in some cases. Both the
layout and the reading order ground truth have been produced using Aletheia [14], a ground-truthing and correction
tool. Figure 5 shows examples for a book page, an article
page and a newspaper page.

Figure 4. Penalty matrix. The columns represent the relations for the
ground truth and the rows represent the relations for an analysis result. A
single cell denotes the penalty for a misclassified relation between two
layout regions.

Furthermore, each penalty is weighted according to the
previously recorded relative overlap area of the involved
regions.
The overall reading order error is the sum of all weighted
penalties. Since the maximum of this value depends on the
number of layout regions of a document, it is favourable to
calculate a relative error or success measure in the form of a
percentage. This can be achieved by relating the error value
to the highest possible error value. Due to the unconstrained
nature of layout analysis results a definitive maximum cannot be determined. There is for instance no limit to the number of overlapping/stacked regions. Instead, a non-linear success function (1) is used which has a parameter (e50) representing an error value that corresponds to a success rate of
50%. Given an error value e the success s is defined as follows:
(1)
The parameter e50 is calculated using the maximum of a
single penalty (pmax=40, according to the proposed penalty
matrix) and the number of text regions in the ground truth
document (nGT) divided by two (since e50 represents 50%
success/error):

Figure 5. Example documents (layout regions highlighted) for single
column books (top left), two column articles (top right) and newspapers
(bottom).

For completeness it should be noted that, according to the
ground-truthing guidelines which where specified in the
IMPACT project, certain types of text were excluded from
the reading order as they represent metadata or additional
information that is usually not being read in any particular

(2)
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order. These types are: page number, page header/footer,
captions, footnotes, marginalia and signature marks. Alternatively, such elements could be placed inside unordered
groups.
Results of the state-of-the-art layout analysis systems
ABBYY FineReader Engine (version 10) and Tesseract (version 3.02) [15] were compared against a basic top-to-bottom
approach (sequential reading order by sorting all text regions
according to their vertical position). Both FineReader and
Tesseract were interfaced directly through their API and the
analysis results were exported to PAGE format. Text regions
were excluded according to the same rules that apply to the
ground truth reading order (where sufficient type information
was available). In the case of the open source OCR engine
Tesseract, the reading order detection has also been made
easily accessible by integration into the aforementioned tool
Aletheia which is publicly available.
Figure 6 shows the reading order success rate for FineReader (FRE 10), Tesseract, the top-to-bottom approach and
for the trivial result of no detected reading order (see Table
II for detailed values). Focusing on the overall result for all
80 documents, it can be observed that the ranking of the
approaches is as it was to be expected according to the different levels of method sophistication (state-of-the-art systems best, no reading order worst).

Figure 7. Example document with one-column layout. Left: Ground truth;
Right: Tesseract result.

In general, the results confirm the natural assumption that
the more complex the layout of a document is, the more difficult is the task of reading order detection. For very complex
layouts, such as newspaper pages, the reading order success
of Tesseract is almost as low as the result for no reading order. Moreover, the top-to-bottom approach, as expected,
should only be applied to one-column layouts (where it actually achieved the best result among all methods).
On the whole it can be seen that in cases where the reading order detection approach is not suited for the layout
complexity, it is preferable to deliver a blank result. That
way, observers will not mistakenly rely on a wrong result
and the task can be left for better detection methods in future.
TABLE II.

Figure 6. Reading order evaluation results grouped by subset.

The results per subset however, differ significantly. In
general it can be stated that, in all cases, FineReader and
Tesseract are superior to having no detected reading order
(bearing in mind that an upside-down reading order result
can be considered worse than no result). Possibly unexpected
is that the basic top-to-bottom approach outperforms both
state-of-the-art systems for the single column book pages.
This can be explained by the fact that the quality of the segmentation result influences the evaluation of the reading order to some extent (see Fig. 7). The documents without reading order are based on the ideal segmentation (ground truth).
FineReader and Tesseract on the other hand, perform their
own layout analysis and segmentation errors are to be expected. For two-column layouts, however, it can be seen that
the state-of-the-art systems clearly outperform the others.

READING ORDER EVALUATION RESULTS

Method

Overall

Single
column

Dataset
Two
column

FRE 10

80.8%

88.7%

Tesseract

69.8%

Top-tobottom
No order

Magazine

Newspaper

90.9%

81.0%

62.7%

94.4%

85.8%

71.2%

52.2%

59.7%

98.5%

58.9%

48.7%

38.9%

56.3%

65.4%

59.6%

57.8%

49.7%

IV.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work the significance of reading order detection
has been highlighted and a novel evaluation approach has
been presented for the evaluation of methods producing
reading order results. The evaluation approach is capable of
coping with complex relations between layout regions, including nested groups of ordered and/or unordered page elements. The problem of discrepancies in region segmentation between ground truth and analysis result is overcome by
using composite reading order relations.
The evaluation approach has been validated by measuring the quality of the detected reading order produced by the
state-of-the-art layout analysis systems ABBYY FineReader
and Tesseract combined with a comparison against a
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straightforward top-to-bottom approach and no reading order
at all. Since the evaluation results are in line with the capability of each method for the given scenario, it can be concluded that the proposed metric is appropriate for the given
task.
The presented method has been implemented as part of a
comprehensive range of layout evaluation tools (see [16] for
an overview) and is publicly available.
Future work will include the implementation of a configurable penalty matrix via evaluation profiles. Furthermore,
the influence of the segmentation quality on the reading order evaluation could be decreased by incorporating the concept of allowable merge and split errors, which attract lower
penalties than ‘full’ errors (as described in [16]).
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